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RESPECTFULLY TO THE CITY CLERK OF HAMILTON June 27/2019

I am writing today to offer an  alternative  observation of YELLOW VESTS and the part Antifa may play.

Antifa in my opinion should be labeled  Domestic Terrorists . YELLOW Vests according to my research

started out to be a movement to protest the unfair Carbon Taxes. NOTHING NOTHING TO DO WITH RACISM.

Antifa are  Agents Provocateurs" they of course are supposed to be "Anti Hate"....they are the most hateful

voices...Antifa Hate the police, hate Doug Ford, hate the Yellow Vests, anybody they deem  Hateful"; and by

the way I wonder who pays Antifa? Who pays the rent on Barton St. and their many Websites...Google arc

collective anti racism, you can study ONE their website here... one of many...they organize on social media.

Antifa indeed are masters of "double speak" and infiltraton. I AM NOT ACTIVE IN THE YELLOW VEST

PROTESTS. I just do my research which maybe City Hall could do before attacking peaceful Activists. Antifa are

Vile and Violent.

Antifa"dox" people meaning they capture their photo, print their addresses, even encourage finding out

where they work so their income can be compromised. This if not illegal should be.

Why are Antifa so powerful in Hamilton? Why are the Yellow Vests being targeted? Do they speak too much

truth? Antifa contact the Mayor s office with their made up Narrative. I feel really compassionate for the

police who have to try and sort altercations. Maybe if Antifa ARE shut down it would be doing Police Service a

favour. These are the same Players who managed to shut down "Coffee with a Cop"...I was so looking forward

to this interaction but was afraid to attend as I do not want my picture of one of these goon s cell phones.

They are the idiots who did so much damage to the businesses on Locke Street. Are they too the ones that

spread endless ugly graffiti in every single public space?

Thank You for attention to this mail,

Respectfully;
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